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Adopt a Key Largo Animal Shelter Pet
Meet a few of the animals who are currently available for adoption at the Key Largo Animal Shelter. If you are interested in taking one of these

adorable furry friends home stop by or call. The Shelter is located at mile marker 106 Oceanside; phone 305-451-0088.
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Bella Sabrina

Bradley

Duke

Jade

Quicksilver
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Lady Ga Ga
Rocky
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Peterson's Poker Run and the
live performances of JK
Project, Michael Trixx and
Case and Davidson.

Milligan credits Billy
Davidson with helping him
develop a live high-definition
video and audio recording
technique which rivals that of
musicians recording in a
studio. He now records CD
quality audio with high
definition video at a live
performance with two or
three cameras that passes
the "Billy Davidson Test"! Not
only can you see their nose
hairs, but you can hear the
frets on the guitar.

In addition to the live

performances and events
they are now doing high-
definition videos for websites
and most recently completed
a promo for Hall of Fame
Angler Stu Apte.

Their latest amazing piece
of video equipment is the
same as what NBC used in the
Winter Olympics, hailed by
Lucas Film for opening new
doors for creativity in film
making. This "secret" piece of
gear will make its debut in
their upcoming tarpon shoot
for a local fishing guide...
you'll just have to wait to see
what it does to the finished
footage on their website
www.ReefMultiMedia.com in
about 30 days, weather and
fish permitting.

Todd Milligan

A Goodbye to
Man’s Best Friend

"Bear" the loveable sea dog went to the great marina in
the sky July 3 after 15 wonderful years of life. She is
truly missed by all of her friends in Key Largo.Tom & Jerry


